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God Answers March 2021 Update

One of the most challenging kingdom endeavors is starting a new work from scratch, and I
often encounter a blank stare when I explain the missionary preparation for a non-English-
speaking country. In all fairness, preparing and sending someone might be no more
interesting than fueling a rocket to the moon, but just the idea of a rocket trip and a “man on
the moon” is captivating! 

Nevertheless, preparation isn’t the most signi�cant challenge. We need more people for
God’s work – Jesus said it �rst – and we are overjoyed when God provides those people. Just
recently, we have seen answered prayer for new team members in several cities.  

I want to introduce you to some of our Prague team. These people are from all walks of life
but have two things in common. First, they are all strong Christians who want to be used in
God’s mission. Next, and more unique, they are all individuals and families who have moved
to the Czech Republic for work or study and desire to serve in a new church plant. 

We asked God for a campus leader, and God sent us a student from our London church. We
wanted more people to reach the community, and God sent us a family from South Africa.
Team training begins in a few weeks, and they have even talked me into preaching once a
month at 3:30 am my time!  

https://us3.campaign-archive.com/?e=[UNIQID]&u=76a56faa438ff25308bcf786d&id=df31a434d0


We have another such opportunity with a family moving to Sarajevo, Bosnia - Herzegovina,
for a work transfer this summer. These early pioneers are preparing the ground for more
expanded ministry in a post-COVID world, but even sooner, we await the spring weather for
more outdoor evangelism and church activities.

I have been working with pastor Igor in Lviv,
Ukraine, for several months to reorganize his
growing team and assist in their discipleship
strategies. There will be transitions in all churches
where we pass our responsibilities to the next
generation, and the Lviv church is in such a
transition. Missionary leaders, Keith and Cherry
Gunther, are pioneering campus ministry that
includes international students, and they have
also taken on the responsibility of training the
new youth leadership team. This church’s next-
generation outreach now covers the campuses,
high schools, and community. 

We hope you've been encouraged by this
snapshot of some of our projects, and thanks for
standing with us! 

Mike & Myra

 
Prayer Requests

1. New & sustained �nancial provision 
2. Team development for projects in Romania, Czech Republic, Croatia, & Greece
3. Visas and registration for new teams in these regions
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